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On the cover: This is the first picture from the Pacific Ocean showing the SpaceX Dragon following its splashdown on May 31 at 10:42 a.m. CDT, west of Baja California, Mexico. It was released earlier that day from the International Space Station following a precedent-setting stay at the orbital outpost.



It’s



that time of year when we start keeping a wary eye on developing storms in the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico. We have already had two named tropical storms during the month of May, and the hurricane season did not actually begin until June. That doesn’t necessarily mean Mother Nature is planning to be more active than usual, but it does mean we need to be prepared. I don’t want to be an alarmist, but I’d like to remind everyone of a few lessons we’ve learned the hard way.



• Have a plan if a hurricane comes our way, and be ready to quickly execute your plan. Know exactly what your criteria are for making a decision to evacuate. Know where you will evacuate to, know the route you intend to use to get there and know how you’re going to live for several days away from home. Even a Category 1 hurricane can frighten young children, and that’s not a memory they need to live with. Our children were ages 4 and 9 when we sat through Hurricane Alicia in 1983. It caused significant damage to the house, and we were without electricity in August for more than two weeks. Big mistake. • Quite a few of your fellow Texans will be evacuating with you, so your plan should include adequate supplies to spend many hours in the car sitting in traffic. And, of course, it’s during the warmest part of the year. You may be able to put up with the heat and humidity, but children and pets will have a much harder time. • Hurricane Ike in 2008 was technically only a Category 2 storm, but it devastated Galveston and Houston. A stronger storm is hard to imagine, but even a Category 1 storm can grow into a Category 2, 3, 4 or 5 in just a few hours over the warm waters of the Gulf of Mexico. Don’t wait too long and be caught by surprise. • Once you decide to evacuate, do it now. When a hurricane threatens, we will close Johnson Space Center as soon as we can to give our folks as much time as possible to take care of their families and homes, but the longer you wait, the more time you will sit on the roads. After Alicia, I started setting aside a couple days of vacation time each year to leave early when a hurricane poked its nose in the Gulf of Mexico. We used the occasions to take our children to scout out colleges in Texas.
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• If you decide to stay and ride out a hurricane, be prepared to live for many days without electricity, air conditioning, grocery stores, gas stations and potable water. And don’t even think about riding out a monster Category 4 or 5 hurricane. It’s been 51 years since the last monster storm hit this area. Hurricane Carla in 1961 had peak winds of 175 mph, while Hurricane Ike “only” had 111-mph winds. In summary, plan now, and you’ll be considerably less stressed when the weathermen start tracking those tropical systems.
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‘Hanging around’ in the name of Orion spacesuit testing



Robonaut (replica) reads Roundup, too! This very high-fidelity Robonaut lookalike, created by the JSC External Relations, Office of Communications and Public Affairs exhibits team, gives a thumbs up to the latest issue in the lobby of Building 2N.
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The Space Vehicle Mockup Facility transforms for the times
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Aerospace Scholars projects reach 10-year milestone; and National Lab Education Project funds higher education initiatives
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Unprecedented … SpaceX comes through with cargo delivery to space station
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Daydreaming beyond the solar system with warp field mechanics
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Researching new pathways to astronaut vision changes
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Meet Candice Oliphant, Operations Control Center Specialist
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Researching new pathways to astronaut vision changes cont.
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JSC Director



‘Hanging around’ in the name of Orion spacesuit testing



NASA/PHOTO RAD SINYAK



NASA astronaut Rex Walheim patiently hangs in a prone position, suspended from a customized hanggliding harness just inches above a platform, waiting for his “pumpkin suit”—the nickname for the orange Advanced Crew Escape Suit (ACES)— to pressurize. He’s strapped into NASA’s second generation Active Response Gravity Offload System (ARGOS), an apparatus that simulates reduced gravity by using electromechanical devices and sensors.



Veteran NASA astronaut Rex Walheim hangs from ARGOS during a test to evaluate the spacesuit that will carry astronauts deeper into the cosmos. The suit Walheim is wearing is not the original ACES suit worn by space shuttle crews since 1994, but a modified version that has been plumbed for the Orion life support system and designed for deep space missions. This ACES suit is made for intravehicular (IVA) activities, or inside activities, just like its predecessor. But the new ACES is also similar to the one worn by Ed White during the first American spacewalk in 1965, the Gemini 4C, which means it could potentially be used outside the spacecraft. The modified ACES suit will be used for ascent, reentry and landing, and could be used for any needed light spacewalks. At present, there are no plans for Orion excursions, but JSC suit-design engineers would like to have that option in case the Orion engineers ask for it. How is the updated ACES different? The suit is much tighter and more form-fitting than shuttle’s version to provide for better mobility when pressurized. It also has a SCUBA rebreather like the closed-loop environmental system that recycles the oxygen not consumed, scrubs the carbon dioxide and adds gas to replace the oxygen consumed. “Because we are designing for deep space travel and Orion’s smaller storage volume, we wanted to be sure and use every bit of oxygen we took,” said Launch/Entry Suit and Crew Survival Engineer Dustin Gohmert. “The new suit uses a closed-loop air system that allows the crew to reuse



exhaled but unmetabolized oxygen, so we can get every last bit of use from the gas we carry.” The system cleans the carbon dioxide from the air so that each time the gas is recycled to the crew member, it is virtually pure oxygen. This helps prevent hypoxia and decompression sickness at the low pressures they are exposed to when in a suit. Walheim’s test run is a fact-finding mission to learn what the modified ACES can do. He wants to see how it functions going from inside to outside, entering and exiting a mock-up of Orion’s top and side hatches. He is also checking out how easily he can move outside the spacecraft and how difficult it is—or not—to work with tools in a suit pressurized for a spacewalk. Since the suit is designed for IVAs, this information is important for designers. The tests are happening in the Space Vehicle Mockup Facility. Thanks to the ARGOS, Walheim didn’t have to spend hours getting ready for testing in the Neutral Buoyancy Laboratory’s swimming pool or lining up a “vomit comet” reduced-gravity aircraft. ARGOS, with its robotically controlled cable and bridge and trolley mechanisms, allows the participant to get the feel of a reduced-gravity environment in a typical workshop setting. According to astronauts who’ve “flown” on the ARGOS, it feels realistic. Once Walheim and ARGOS are weighted out to neutral, he works in a frictionless environment, gliding across an obstacle course, with full freedom of motion. ARGOS Lead Larry Dungan notes that this test is important because one of the original concerns, or perceptions of the suit, was its limited mobility. However, during early ACES suit development, gravity was never taken out of the equation since it was used on the shuttle as a high altitude escape suit. Recent testing shows that ACES is much more mobile in a microgravity environment, similar to its Gemini suit cousins. During the days’ tests, Walheim adjusts his movements to control how and where he moves. He attempts to apply force in the system—such as connecting a cable—without the system pushing or pulling on him. Why? Because Orion may not have the same handrail setup or foot-restraint system as the International Space Station. In fact, spacesuit designers assume there will be a limited number, if any, of handrails and no foot restraints on Orion. After all, no spacewalks are planned, so Orion’s astronauts will have to learn to how to maneuver without them. For additional information on Orion and spacesuit development, be sure to check out: http://www.nasa.gov



The Advanced Crew Escape Suit, commonly called the “pumpkin suit,” will mainly be used for intravehicular activities with the Orion spacecraft. There may, however, be a need for spacewalk capabilities down the line.
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Veteran



By Lynnette Madison
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The Space Vehicle Mockup Facility transforms for the times



NASA/MARK SOWA JSC2012E041689



been a permanent training fixture at Johnson Space Center, housing enormous mock-ups and equipment in support of NASA’s spaceflight programs. But as times have changed, so have projects and programs—and the Space Vehicle Mockup Facility (SVMF) is undergoing its own metamorphosis. The most visible changes include removing shuttle mock-ups. Throughout early summer, the Full Fuselage Trainer (FFT) was dismantled into three large pieces—crew compartment, payload bay and aft compartment—to be moved to its new home: the Museum of Flight in Seattle. “So, early July we’ll have all that space cleared up, and the first thing that we’re going to do is take the PDLs (Payload Development Laboratories) and move those into the space that was formerly occupied by the nose of the FFT,” said Space Vehicle Mockup Facility Office Chief Jeffrey Musler. “What that’s going to do is allow us to bring in Node 3 and get it positioned properly—a new mock-up on the International Space Station (ISS) side. It’s also going to allow us to move the instructor area that we have for the ISS The dismantling of the integrated stack into that Full Fuselage Trainer was vacated area and give them a logistics challenge that much more room.” required teams from all The instructor area, which over the center to work strongly resembles a Mission together to ensure its Control Center console, is the control center for the station safekeeping. mock-ups and what the instructors use to interface with the crew and models supporting the training exercises. Also making their debut in the SVMF are new commercial partner spacecraft models, which illustrate the powerful connections being forged between the agency and industry. “In the near-term, we currently have a SpaceX mock-up for their commercial cargo configuration, and by the end of the year, we expect to bring in Orbital’s Cygnus mock-up into the building for their commercial cargo vehicle,” Musler said. Another reorganization includes the Orion mock-ups, which are currently in different parts of the building. Again, it will require a coordinated shuffle of very large pieces, like a jigsaw puzzle, to make it all work as shuttle trainers are bound for new destinations. “There are two Crew Compartment Trainers (CCT),” Musler said. “The first Crew Compartment Trainer, CCT 1, is going to the National Museum of the United States Air Force in Dayton, Ohio. That has plans to happen in early September, and it will free up some space
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that allows us to move our Orion mock-up that’s over on the west side of the building next to the low-fidelity Orion mock-up that’s in the central part of the building.” CCT2 is destined for Space Center Houston (SCH), but it’s expected to stay at JSC for at least another year. In the meantime, though, the configuration of these awe-inspiring models is one that will be beneficial for both training and SCH visitors who view the SVMF from the catwalk overhead. And while the elegant dance of rearranging of mock-ups takes place below, other alterations are going on that are pleasing to the eye. One is an enormous paint job that is, in the short term, requiring an abundant use of tarps inside the facility. “We’re in the middle of a six-month project to repaint the interior of the building,” Musler said. “Most of the paint was original, so it had been on the walls for decades. We’re getting an opportunity to scrape off the old, flaking-off paint, get a nice base (and) get it primed and painted.” The revamp is also allowing for other changes that will make a huge difference in how JSC tells its story. “Some of the other things we’re able to do along with that is we have new banners that we’ll be putting up,” Musler said. “We have banners for each of the shuttles, each of the programs we support, and we’re going to be able to update those.” Also being updated is the behemoth ISS mock-up that had hung on the wall. Since the model had to be taken down for the new paint, it only made sense to correct its dated configuration. In addition, SCH visitors are already enjoying aesthetic changes made to the lobby and catwalk to improve their experience at JSC. Though the SVMF is going through some growing pains, by the beginning of Fiscal Year 2013, it will be ready to wow crowds and continue its legacy—making JSC’s varied missions possible.
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It’s



By Catherine Ragin Williams



The new Node 3 (Tranquility) space station trainer is set into place in its new home.



Aerospace Scholars projects reach 10-year milestone



NASA/DEVIN BOLDT JSC2011E067443



NASA’s



Aerospace Scholars projects have long given students and teachers an inside look at the lives of engineers and scientists by bringing them to Johnson Space Center and exposing them to real-world space exploration scenarios. This summer, JSC’s Office of Education celebrates 10 years of providing this special experience to community college students and middle school teachers. Each year participants visit NASA to conduct mock space missions and learn about the real ones. Community college project participants develop a mission to Mars and build rovers that can explore the Red Planet, while middle school teachers participate in professional development workshops. The educators leave equipped with resources they can use in the classroom to inspire future explorers and teach them what it takes to plan long-duration missions. “The students and teachers who have participated in aerospace scholars projects over the last 10 years leave with a better understanding of the hands-on skills and abilities needed to be successful in technical careers,” said Linda Smith, NASA Aerospace Scholars project manager. “It gives students a chance to see how they can apply what they’re learning in the classroom to science and engineering jobs, and it gives teachers an opportunity to improve the resources they have to ignite nextgeneration innovators.” Both projects spun out of the Texas Aerospace Scholars project, which began in 1999 as a way to get Texas high school students invested in



By Rachel Kraft



science, technology, engineering and math (STEM) careers. The nearly 700 educators who have visited JSC for the project for middle school teachers for the last 10 years have reached approximately 140,000 students with space-related STEM content. The project Participants in the Middle School for community college Aerospace Scholars program spend students allows many their time at JSC learning how to use individuals from underrepresented space to excite students. communities to see that the world of science and engineering is accessible to them and encourages them to pursue degrees at four-year universities. More than 2,000 students have participated and, in 2009, the community college project for Texas students blossomed into a national initiative for community college students around the country.



National Lab Education Project funds higher education initiatives



NASA/PHOTO ISS026E018760



Since



the early days of human spaceflight, NASA has used the wonders of space to excite students to become future explorers. Thanks to a recent initiative to get college students involved in space station science and engineering, the International Space Station (ISS) National Laboratory Education (NLE) Project selected five universities to receive NASA funding and resources from the orbiting laboratory to encourage even more innovators. The Johnson Space Center Office of Education has a host of assets NASA astronaut Cady Coleman works for students and with the Capillary Flow Experiment educators, but saw during Expedition 26. A team of a need to directly reach out to college university students will use the students with a experiment hardware to investigate science, technology, fluid physics in microgravity. engineering and math



By Rachel Kraft



(STEM) experience related to ISS National Lab research capabilities. “Our goal is to use the space station to increase STEM-related learning opportunities for students in higher education institutions,” said Regina Blue, the JSC External Relations Office’s integration manager for space station-related initiatives and former ISS NLE program manager. “We looked for activities that were all inclusive and provided unique ways for students to get hands-on science and engineering experience.” Two of the proposed experiments will be flown on station. A combined team from Purdue University and North Carolina A&T State University will use Capillary Fluid Experiment hardware to investigate fluid physics in microgravity. Through the project, undergraduates will gain experience designing operations and hardware for science in space. Students at the University of Southern Mississippi will study how to nurture organisms in a simulated Martian environment, and those involved will get first-hand experience providing input, collecting data and running an experiment. Three other teams will use funding for ground-based applications. San Jacinto Community College will run a challenge for college students to train in underwater robotics and coach middle school science classrooms to build and operate underwater robots. Texas A&M University’s Electronic Engineering Technology Program will train undergraduates and high school students in project management, and both Texas A&M and the University of Houston will build and test hardware for NASA as part of High Schools United with NASA to Create Hardware activities. LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER Roundup | 5



Dragon makes a splash



on the inventiveness of American companies and American workers to make the International Space Station and other lowEarth orbit destinations accessible to any and all who have dreams of space travel.” The Dragon capsule was then taken by boat to a port near Los Angeles, where it was prepared for a journey to SpaceX’s test facility in McGregor, Texas, for processing. Some cargo was removed at the port in California and returned to NASA within two days, while the remainder returned to Texas with the capsule. The capsule delivered to station 1,014 pounds of supplies, including experiments, food, clothing and technology. On its return trip to Earth, Dragon carried science experiments that will be NASA Administrator Charles returned to researchers hoping to gain new Bolden, left, congratulates insights provided by SpaceX CEO and Chief Designer the unique microgravity Elon Musk in front of the historic environment in the Dragon capsule that returned station’s laboratories. to Earth following the first In addition to the successful mission by a private experiments, the capsule returned a total of 1,367 company to carry supplies to the pounds of hardware and International Space Station. cargo no longer needed aboard the station.
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SpaceX’s Dragon capsule splashed down in the Pacific Ocean at 10:42 a.m. CDT on May 31, a few hundred miles west of Baja California, Mexico, marking an end to the first history-making mission by a commercial company to resupply the International Space Station.



With clouds and land forming a backdrop, the SpaceX Dragon commercial cargo craft is grappled by the Canadarm2 robotic arm at the space station. Expedition 31 Flight Engineers Don Pettit and Andre Kuipers grappled Dragon at 8:56 a.m. CDT and used the robotic arm to berth Dragon to the Earth-facing side of the station’s Harmony node at 11:02 a.m. on May 25.
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… and later basks in attention
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The mission began May 22 as the capsule launched from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida aboard a SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket. After its maneuverability and abort systems were tested, crew members of Expedition 31 aboard the station grappled the capsule and berthed it to the orbiting laboratory. “Congratulations to the teams at SpaceX and NASA who worked hard to make this first commercial mission to the International Space Station an overwhelming success,” said NASA Administrator Charles Bolden. “American innovation and inspiration have once again shown their great strength in the design and SpaceX’s Dragon capsule operation of a new generation sits on a barge after being of vehicles to carry cargo to retrieved from the Pacific our laboratory in space. Now Ocean after splashdown. more than ever, we’re counting



On June 13, Bolden joined SpaceX CEO and Chief Designer Elon Musk at the SpaceX Rocket Development Facility in McGregor, Texas, to see the first commercial space capsule to complete an unprecedented excursion to the space station. Bolden and Musk also thanked the more than 150 SpaceX employees working at the McGregor facility for their role in the mission. “The Dragon capsule is a tangible example of the new era of exploration unfolding right now,” Bolden said. “All of NASA’s partners in the commercial crew and cargo programs continue to meet milestones designing the next generation of innovative U.S. spacecraft destined for low-Earth orbit. In addition, NASA centers across the country are making exciting progress on the vehicles that will take astronauts to farther destinations like an asteroid and Mars.
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Unprecedented … SpaceX comes through with cargo delivery to space station



Compiled by Catherine Ragin Williams
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Meeting destiny through partnerships and innovation



The Dream Chaser model, with its Atlas V launch vehicle, undergoes final preparations at the Aerospace Composite Model Development Section’s workshop for buffet tests at the Transonic Dynamics Tunnel at NASA Langley Research Center. I congratulate Elon Musk and the SpaceX team again for this historic milestone.” Dragon’s journey to station was SpaceX’s second demonstration mission under NASA’s Commercial Orbital Transportation Services Program, which provides investments intended to lead to regular resupply missions to the space station and stimulate the commercial space industry in the United States.



Dream Chaser’s PDR marks the 17th milestone to be completed by SNC during CCP’s initial two development phases. The PDR included a review of the entire orbital flight program, including the Dream Chaser spacecraft and associated mission and ground systems. The company also reviewed the spacecraft’s compatibility with its initial launch vehicle, the United Launch Alliance Atlas V rocket. “Our program includes 12 industrial partners, seven NASA centers and three universities from over 20 states who helped us achieve two major program milestones this week,” said Mark Sirangelo, corporate vice president and head of SNC’s Space Systems. The final PDR board meeting was conducted shortly after the company successfully completed a captive-carry test of its fullscale Dream Chaser test flight vehicle on May 29. The flight met all its test goals and moved the program a step closer to preparing the vehicle for an autonomous approach and landing test scheduled for later this summer. All of NASA’s industry partners continue to meet their established objectives in developing commercial crew and cargo transportation capabilities. Coupled with NASA’s development of the Orion spacecraft and Space Launch System, a crew capsule and heavylift rocket that will provide an entirely new capability for human exploration beyond the bounds of low-Earth orbit, NASA has many options in meeting its destiny to explore our solar system. Stay tuned as NASA and its partners create new chapters in the history books for future generations.



SpaceX isn’t the only NASA partner ramping up its level of support to the agency. Sierra Nevada Corporation (SNC) recently competed its own significant milestone—but this one in support of a vehicle capable of carrying crew to the space station. SNC successfully completed a Preliminary Design Review (PDR) of the design, architecture and performance of its Dream Chaser orbital crew vehicle, leading the company’s effort to develop transportation for astronauts to low-Earth orbit. This company is one of several working to develop commercial crew transportation capabilities under the Commercial Crew Development Round 2 (CCDev2) agreement with NASA’s Commercial Crew Program (CCP). The Dream Chaser is designed to carry as many as seven astronauts to space. It is the only spacecraft under CCDev2 that uses wings and is designed to land on a conventional runway. “As CCP’s partners meet these critical milestones, we are moving in the right direction in our combined effort to advance commercial capabilities that could eventually transport NASA astronauts,” said NASA CCP Program Manager Ed Mango.
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NASA partner Sierra Nevada completes Preliminary Design Review of Dream Chaser vehicle



The Hubble Space Telescope shows a rare view of a pair of overlapping galaxies, called NGC 3314. NASA hopes to unlock the mysteries of the universe with the help of industry partners and its own Orion capsule and Space Launch System heavy-lift rocket capability. LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER Roundup | 7



Daydreaming beyond the solar system with warp field mechanics the Red Planet or an asteroid are enticing destinations, but what if one day we wanted to go really, really far out? With the technology we have today, it’s not in the realm of possibility. But it could be … and the Eagleworks Laboratories at Johnson Space Center are doing the mathematics and physics required to find the answers that defy traditional Newtonian laws. Enter: The space warp. It’s the same space, and the same standard of time, but if we can theoretically manipulate it for our purposes, interstellar flight could be an option on a future technology roadmap. “The first question you might start with is, ‘How hard is interstellar flight?’” said Dr. Harold “Sonny” White, Advanced Dr. Harold “Sonny” White Propulsion Team lead. “The creates a microscopic warp Voyager 1 spacecraft is bubble with the White-Juday sometimes lifted up as our Warp Field Interferometer. first interstellar spacecraft. It’s not a very big fella—it’s just a little bit under a metric ton, and it’s been going on now for about 33 years, headed straight out away from our solar system about as fast as it can go.” If you stuck a measuring stick out to it, it’s about 119 astronomical units (AU) away from the sun. (An AU is the distance from the sun to the Earth.) “It’s one of the highest energy objects that’s been launched to date,” White said. “Nothing that we’ve launched will catch up with it or has comparable energy levels. But if you wanted to predict how long it would take to get to the nearest star system, like Alpha Centauri, it would take around 75,000 years to get there.” In terms of our galactic neighborhood, Alpha Centauri is right around the corner at 4.3 light years (271,931 AUs), so 75,000 years would not be ideal—especially for a human crew. But if you threw a bunch of power and propulsion behind it, then what? Back in the 1970s, the British Interplanetary Society looked into what it would take to send a robotic probe to reach Barnard’s Star, about 6 light years (or 380,000 AU) away, within 50 years. Oh, just a 54,000-thousand-metric-ton spacecraft—92 percent of which is fuel. And, if you’re curious, that mass is well over 100 times the mass of the International Space Station. “When somebody comes with this study result telling me it takes 54,000 metric tons to go and do something interstellar within 50 years, that just tells me we need to be looking at some other loopholes in physics to see if we can find some other ways to make it a little bit more tractable,” White said. The loopholes, amazingly, can be found in mathematical equations. Those equations are tested using an instrument called the White-Juday Warp Field Interferometer. “We’ve initiated an interferometer test bed in this lab, where we’re going to go through and try and generate a microscopic instance of a little warp bubble,” White said. “And although this is just a microscopic
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instance of the phenomena, we’re perturbing space time, one part in 10 million, a very tiny amount.” By harnessing the physics of cosmic inflation, future spaceships crafted to satisfy the laws of these mathematical equations may actually be able to get somewhere unthinkably fast—and without adverse effects. “The math would allow you to go to Alpha Centauri in two weeks as measured by clocks here on Earth,” White said. “So somebody’s clock onboard the spacecraft has the same rate of time as somebody in mission control here in Houston might have. There are no tidal forces, no undue issues, and the proper acceleration is zero. When you turn the field on, everybody doesn’t go slamming against the bulkhead, (which) would be a very short and sad trip.” When you think space warp, imagine raisins baking in bread. “When you put dough in a pan there’s little raisins in the bread. As you cook the bread, the bread rises and those raisins move relative to one another,” White said. “That’s the concept of inflation in a terrestrial perspective, except in astrophysics it’s just the actual physical space itself that’s changing characteristics.” But for futuristic space travel, we aren’t going to be a passive player. “We’re trying to do something locally so that we compress the space in front of us and expand the space behind us in such a way that allows us to go wherever we want to go really fast while observing the 11th commandment, ‘Thou shall not exceed the speed of light,’” White said. While we are trying to reach neighbors within our solar system for the time being, we cannot help it if visions of distant star systems exist in our daydreams. Perhaps a “Star Trek” experience within our lifetime is not such a remote possibility.
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Sure,



By Catherine Ragin Williams



NASA’s Voyager 1 spacecraft has entered a new region between our solar system and interstellar space, which scientists are calling the stagnation region. In the stagnation region, the wind of charged particles streaming out from our sun has slowed and turned inward for the first time, our solar system’s magnetic field has piled up and higher-energy particles from inside our solar system appear to be leaking out into interstellar space. Voyager 1 is currently about 119 astronomical units (11 billion miles) from the sun.



Researching new pathways to astronaut vision changes



By Lori Keith



All about the 1C pathway Let’s break this down: The human body is like a machine, with many chemical processes taking place to keep cells functioning, which in turn keep the body functioning. These chemical processes use specific pathways to do their job. Everyone has these pathways. The one-carbon pathway is part of the chemical process the body uses to make DNA, or genetic instructions. The pathways are similar to an assembly line in a factory. If the pathway is not working properly, it gets behind or backs up. This is what happens if there
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vision changes experienced by astronauts be linked to a vitamin B-12 or folate deficiency? While investigating the vision changes recently identified in astronauts, nutritional assessment data showed similarities to symptoms that occur with vitamin deficiencies, according to a new study published in the March edition of The Journal of Nutrition. Approximately 20 percent of astronauts living on the International Space Station have reported post-flight vision changes. Previous research, published in the October 2011 issue of Ophthalmology, identified a possible link between the reported vision changes and increased Astronaut Michael Lopez-Alegria, Expedition 14 commander, prepares a urine sample for a intracranial pressure caused by nutrition investigation. shifts in bodily fluids from the lower extremities to the upper part of the body due to microgravity. This may still be part of the problem, but the new study shows there may be other contributing factors. The findings may provide evidence to help understand why some crew members suffer vision-related problems, while others do not. The nutrition study included 20 astronauts, with five experiencing vision or eye anatomy changes. The investigation collected data from crew urine and blood samples taken before spaceflight, while living aboard the station and after returning to Earth. The samples taken while living in orbit were kept in the station’s Minus-Eighty Degree Freezer, or MELFI, and returned to the ground for analysis. Comparing the blood analysis with nutritional assessments revealed that crew members experiencing vision changes had consistently lower folate levels and higher levels of metabolites. The comparison suggests the vision changes may be due in part to what’s called a “dependent one-carbon metabolic pathway” change.
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Could



Canadian Space Agency astronaut Robert Thirsk, Expedition 20 flight engineer, inserts urine samples into the Minus Eighty Degree Laboratory Freezer as part of the Nutritional Status Assessment study in the Japanese Kibo laboratory of station.



is a vitamin deficiency. Since astronauts participate in dietary and nutritional assessments, researchers were able to rule out common vitamin and nutritional deficiencies. (continued on page 12) LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER Roundup | 9



Spotlight: Candice Oliphant Operations Control Center Specialist, Rothe Development Q: What seemingly “little things” bring you joy? A: Seeing smiles on peoples’ faces. It’s easy to be happy when others around you are as well. Q: What sparks your creativity? A: I am a whiz in the kitchen. I can make a meal out of almost anything! Q: Describe yourself in three words. A: Tenacious. Organized. Funny. Q: When did you first become interested in space and why? A: I became interested in space when I was in seventh grade; I loved studying science. Q: What do you think is NASA’s most awe-inspiring achievement in space so far? A: Although it sounds cliché and I didn’t get to see it, humans walking on the moon. Q: What is your favorite memory of JSC or the space program? A: Seeing my friends launch into space on shuttles and Soyuz, and seeing them complete their missions since STS-121. PHOTO COURTESY OF: CANDICE OLIPHANT



Q: JSC turns 51 in September. Where do you hope to see NASA 50 years from now? A: I would like to see NASA better funded and have Americans walk on the moon again. I would also like to see NASA continue to be at the forefront of space exploration.



PHOTO COURTESY OF: CANDICE OLIPHANT



Q: Coolest part of working at Johnson Space Center? A: I get to work and be friends with astronauts! Q: Favorite hobbies or interesting things you do away from the office? A: I enjoy spending time with my family and friends; going to the beach; hiking; and riding my bicycle. Q: What big dreams did you have growing up? A: As a young lady I wanted to be a dancer on Broadway, but later I wanted to become a businesswoman. Q: What would people be surprised to know about you? A: I am very knowledgeable about Corvettes. Q: If you could trade places with any other person for a week, famous or not famous, living or dead, real or fictional, who would it be? A: I would trade places with Audrey Hepburn. Q: What is your favorite indulgence? A: Marble Slab ice cream … and any food in general! Q: What advice do you have for the high school and college graduates of 2012? A: I would tell them that life is not always fair or easy, but if they utilize the skills that they have learned while in school, they will be able to achieve the goals that they have set for themselves. 10 | Roundup LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER



WANTED! Do you know a JSC colleague or team that does something extraordinary on or off the job? Whether it’s a unique skill, interesting work, special professional accomplishment, remarkable second career, hobby or volunteerism, your nominee(s) may deserve the spotlight! The Roundup shines the light on one special person or team each month, chosen from a cross section of the JSC workforce. To suggest “Spotlight” candidates, send your nomination to the JSC Roundup Office mailbox at [email protected]. Please include contact information and a brief description of why your nominee(s) should be considered.



Center Scoop



curious, winged interloper did not escape notice in the Clear Lake, Texas, area the weekend of June 1. Indeed, not only was an orbiter replica rolling down NASA Parkway to its final destination at Space Center Houston (SCH), it also cruised the waterways of the Gulf of Mexico and Clear Lake before making landfall outside the gates of Johnson Space Center. In the process, thousands came out to celebrate and gawk at the monstrous space shuttle orbiter replica that had belonged to Kennedy Space Center (KSC) before being transferred to SCH. (KSC is going to house the flown Space Shuttle Atlantis.) It was not just a celebration for the famed 30-year program, but a Shuttlebration, which included a public street party, entertainment by the Max Q band, fireworks and interactive exhibits.
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‘Shuttlebration’ descends on Clear Lake
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(continued from page 9)



Researching new pathways to astronaut vision changes



space affects astronaut vision is planned. NASA, along with the National Space Biomedical Research Institute, recently selected eight investigations as part of a broader suite of astronaut health research. Read about the previous study on astronaut vision issues at: http://go.usa.gov/dfw To learn more about the research being conducted on the space station, visit: http://go.usa.gov/dfG



Vision changes With nutritional deficiencies ruled out, researchers began considering the possibility that polymorphisms, which may be part of the one-carbon pathway, could be causing the vision changes. Since the folate and metabolite variances in the affected astronauts were seen preflight, there are several theories. These individuals may be more prone to microgravity-induced fluid shifts. They may be affected by small changes in the station’s cabin carbon dioxide levels, which are slightly higher than those on Earth. Even small changes in the cabin air mix could increase intracranial pressure. Nevertheless, other astronauts exposed to higher carbon dioxide levels did not have vision changes. In Earth-based studies, the enzyme differences that slow down the pathway, causing the backup, have been linked to a greater occurrence of migraine headaches and strokes. These types of conditions can be related to increased intracranial pressure. Results from this investigation also could provide advancements in understanding and treating retinal vascular and optic nerve disorders and diseases on Earth. “While these results are very exciting, they are preliminary,” said Scott Smith, a nutritionist and one of the authors of the recent study from Johnson Space Center’s Nutritional Biochemistry Lab. “The next step is to directly test for the presence of enzyme polymorphisms to verify whether this relates to the vision changes.” “We clearly have identified a piece of the vision puzzle,” Smith said. “We now need to go another step forward to assess whether it is a small piece among many others, or a large piece that is a primary cause of this problem. Not only may the results have significant implications for NASA and future astronauts, but the implications for the general population could be profound.” Additional research to expand understanding of how life in



Expedition 15 Flight Engineer Sunita Williams loads test samples in the Human Research Facility 2 Refrigerated Centrifuge as a part of the Nutritional Status Assessment experiment in the Destiny laboratory of the space station. The results of the experiment will be used to better understand the effects of spaceflight on human physiology.
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Enzymes are the workers on the assembly line, and can have different forms—little changes or variations that occur—between individuals. These multiple forms are known as polymorphisms. As humans evolve, tiny changes in DNA occur resulting in multiple forms of enzymes. A good example of polymorphisms is blood types. Though blood is blood, there are differences that account for a variety of blood types. Lactose intolerance is another example of polymorphisms in the human body.
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